GOVERNMENT COMMITTED TO PRESERVE NATURAL RESOURCES—SHRI MAUVIN GODINHO

Panaji: December 19, 2019

Goa is considered as one of the progressive and developed state with high standards of living by the people within the country and outside because of its good indicators in the field of education, health, infrastructure, industry, tourism and also for managing its affairs properly. The State therefore earns four to five awards every year said Minister for Panchayat Shri Mauvin Godinho.

Shri Godinho was speaking after unfurling national tricolour to mark the celebration of 58th Goa Liberation Day held at Vasco today.

The Minister said that the Government is committed to preserve its natural resources and therefore will not allow to divert single drop of water. The Mhadei river issue is not yet finalised and is adjudicated which he said will not go against the state.

The Government he said endeavours to take every decision taking into consideration interest of the state, for example the decision to reduce road tax in the interest of the people. The Government succeeded in maintaining the balance.

The Minister also said the South Goa district hospital in Margao is about to complete. So also the hospital at Vasco will be completed and inaugurated soon. The Government during its tenure inaugurated 50 Panchayat Ghar’s all over the state. The creation of Mopa airport will not affect Dabolim airport. The Government intend to make Goa education hub and desires for good Universities to promote quality education. Government plans to expand tourism to hinterland with the participation of local people he said. He appeal to the students to dedicate themselves to Swacch Bharat Mission, work hard to complete their education carrier successfully and become good and responsible citizen of the country.

Earlier the Minister Shri Godinho was received by Deputy Collector Shri Paresh Prabhudesai and thereafter escorted by Parade commander Shri Nikhil Palekar, PSI to inspect parade and to receive guard of honour. Smt Prajyoti Desai PSI (Platoon Commander) and Shri Gauresh Malik PSI both assisted Parade Commander Shri Palekar to conduct parade.
DYSP, Shri Raju Raut Desai, Mamlatdar Mormugao Taluka Shri Satish Prabhu, HODs of various Government Departments, prominent citizens attended the function.

Various schools from surrounding area participated in march past and presented variety entertainment programme.
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